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We present preliminary results on a P channel (1 ,0,0) depletion

enhancement SOS technology. We describe this new technology based on ion

implantation for thereshold adjustaent and gate alignment. Typical olectrical

and technological parameters are given : breakdown voltage and loakige current

for diodes, threshold and pinch off voltages, mobility for enhancement and

depletion ÎJ.O.S. FETS. Based on a large signal model of the MOSFET, the

design of the elementary NOR gate has been done so as to minimize the power

speed product. Computed results are presented and compared with the measure-

ments on a ring oscillator (99 gates). For 5 volts supply voltage power speed

product below 1 pj is expected.

The interest of this technology for fast L.S.I, circuits ia

discussed. It is mainly compared to COS 1ÎOS technology on the following

criteria : power consumption, speed, noise immunity and circuits density.

Pour tous renseignements complémentaires s'adresser à :

M. SUAT C 3/220 - poste 41-93

Pour obtenir la note s'adresser à :

Mme GLSIZES C 4/204 - paste 42-35



IMTROITOTIOM

ïbr the integration of LSI circuits, the main arguments for the

choice of a technology are essentially :

- its complexity that means its technological yield and cost

- the figure of merit of the circuits made in such a technology

To this parameter generally defined as the power consxunption per

delay time product, the density of integration must be added. Thus the right

figure of merit to he taken into accoxmt is the power consumption delay time

area per gate product;

- at last an important feature is the TTL compatibility

The nearer the speed limit of TTL circuit we have the more impor-

tant is this argument. This is the case with SOS technology.

These reasons have lead us to study the P channel depletion enhan-

cement MOS technology on silicon on sapphire.

1. ADVANTAGE OP A I)EPLETIOH-ENHAIfC.KI-IBMT MOS TECHNOLOGY OH.SILICON OH AN

INSULATING SUBSTRATE

The advantages of such a technology depend on the uso of nn insula-

ting substrate and on the depletion enhancement technology.

1.1. Benefits from the uae of ..an insulating substrate

The advantages of MOS technology on silicon on an insulating

substrate are well known. They come from the dielectric isolation and from

the transistor behaviour.

The dielectric isolation eliminate the problems of the field oxide

MOS threshold : no parasitic inversion under metallic interconnection. It

means there is no difficulty to use <1,0,0> silicon.



There is no more parasitic capacitance of interconnections either

metallic connections or diffused cross undcrs. Brain and source diodes

capacitances are much smaller due to a large decrease of their junction areas „

Y/e have measured an increase of a factor 5 in "the working frequency limit of

a P channel random logic MOS circuit mp.de on silicon on sapphire

when compared to the same circuit on bulk silicon.

This circuit has 500 transistors ; the geometry of the standard

device is W/L = 4. This measurement has shown that the eliminated capacitances

were about 60°/0 of the load capacitances0

The other benefits from the dielectric isolation are technological :

no thick field oxide, and by the way no problems of short circuits between

metallic connections and the substrate (increased technological yield).

However we must say that silicon steps take the place of field oxide steps.

At last it eliminates the punch through effect between two diffused

lines allowing an increase of the density of integration.

For device behaviour, the use of silicon on an insulating substrate

eliminate the bulk effect on the threshold voltage of a the depletion load

transistor, figure 3. Without bulk effect, the load characteric of the

depletion MOS. Transistor is closer to the one of a current generator than

on bulk silicon.

1.2, Benefits frum the depletion enhancement technology

The benefits of the depletion enhancement technology are very well

known also. They are (figure 4) :

. - a single supply voltage

- a snail sensitivity to the supply voltage shifts
I

- For a given working frequency, a decrease of the power consumption |

due to be shape of the load characteristic, the reference being the standard 5
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P 1-ÏOS bulk silicon. This decrease is still more important when there is no

bulk effect.

- Par a given power consumption, on increase by a factor 2 of the

speed limit.

- The TTL compatibility is easily achieved using <1,0,0> silicon

(without field oxide threshold problem)„

- For analog devices applications, an appreciable increase of the

bandwidth and of the raaximum voltage giiin per stage.

Prom the technological point of view, this technology remains simple.

It needs only one extra mask for the selective adjustenent of the pinch off

voltage of the load transistors.

But this technology (depletion-enhancement on silicon on on

insulating substrate) has some drawbacks. The main ones are :

- an extra cost due to the substrate, however one can say that

the increase of the density of integration balances this

extra cost (substrate cost represents about 5°/0 of the

processed chip cost).

- the extra technological step of threshold adjustement increases

the spread of the values of the el&ctrical parameters, Dainly

the values of the Pinch off voltages.

However the use of <1,0,0> silicon liraits this spread :

C$ 0,1 V to 0,2 V) to acceptable values. This extra technological step

increases the overall cost of the process of abmt 10°/Q.

After a brief review of the benefits of a depletion enhancement

technolugy on silicon on an insulating substrate we must compare it to the

other challenging technalogies on silicon on sapphire mainly C.KOS SOS

Techmlogies,
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2. COMPARISON BETWEEN DEPLETION-ENHANCEMENT AND G .MOS TECHNOLOGIES ON

SILICON ON INSULATING SUBSTRATE

There are several varieties C.MOS SOS technologies :

- C.MOS with a depleted N channel transistor, working as a

pinched resistance

- deep depletion C.MOS on P type silicon with a high resistivity

substrate

- C.MOS with P and N channel transistors working in the enhan-

cement node in II and P wells : "true" C.MOS

from the technological p^int of view (figure 5) taiing the standard

P.HOS technology us a reference, the two first technologies need an.

extra N diffusion with a deposited SiO layer to define the N areas (one

extra nask level). But the second technology needs a very tight control of

the substrate low doping level thus making this technology very critical in

the case of aluminium gate. The third technology needs also an other techn^j-

logical step for the P well of the N channel transistors. Thus one can see

that, in the best case, a C.MOS technjlogy needs on extra N diffusion. So

we have to conpare as elementary extra technological siep a N diffusion to a

threshold adjustement. It is beleived that a threshold adjustement as less

impact on yield and cost than a heavy N doped diffusion.

Thus from the technological point of view, the depletion enhancement

P channel technology and the depleted N channel C .HOS technology have to

the same complexity and they are easier to build than the true C.MOS. However

one uust remind that the N+ diffusion provides an extra device that can be

very useful, a diode fully isolated from the other devices.

For the electrical comparison between the two nain technologies,

true C.HOS and B.E.P. MOS technology, the paremotcrs that must be considered

are :
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- the naxinun operating frequency that depends directly on the

uininun available transition tiae

- the power dissipation per gate

To establish the couparison, we have hypothesized that the suitable

logic circuit is a ÏÏOR gate with a fan and a fan out of 3. The supply voltage

is the sane for both technologies. The noiae margins are constant and equal

the threshold voltage of the P channel transistor. The external parasitic

capacitance of the gate is due to cross overs. We have admitted that the

typical nuriber of cross over is 6. The W/L ratio of the P channel transistor

has been taken equal t.j 2, and at last the design rules are very the sane0

A calculation of both delay tine (D.E. and C.MOS) derived fron

sinplified formulas shows that the C.HOS delay tine is twice shorter than

D.E. delay tine. This result is aainly due to the large input capacitances of

the G. HOS gate, near 2,5 tines the one of D.E. gate, that reduces the

advantage of an available current, about 4 tines larger than with the dcpletion-

enhancouent gate.

For the pwer CJnsunptijn, at high operating frequencies, the

large input capacitance of the C. JWS gate increases tho reactive power

consunption and the result is that we can conclude by saying that if both

direct and reactive powers are taken into account the power consunption is

very siuilar for both technologies in this range of frequencies.

The last paraneter for the comparison is the density of integration.

There is no doubt that the depletion-enhancement technology is denser that

the C.MOS technology by a factor 1,3 to 1 ,4, nainly for randon logic circuits.

We can conclude by saying that the depletion-enhancement technology

benefits HOS technology performances. It is advantageous in terns of technology,

density of integration and even pjwer consunption. But for the naximn

operating frequencies rangs where the consumption is not an iriportant requi-

rement or, on the opposite range of very low frequencies, where the nininun

value of the power consumption is needed, there is no doubt that the

C. KOS technology is alono to satisfy these requireoents.
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5. PRPLETIOIt-EroUMGEriEMT P CH/JIKEL HOS TjSCHHOLOGY

¥e are now presenting the depletion-cnhanc enent P MOS technology,

first the process, then the results of ueasuroaents of static electrical and

technological paraneters , We will conclude by giving the prelininrtry results

of conputed aided design delay tines of a NOR gate.

3.1. Dgpletion-onhancenent

The technologie as it has been defined, is shown on figure 6.

The substrate is the standard SOS NB silicon coning fron. Inselek :
15 -3<1,0,0> orientation— loping level 2,10 en ,

The first stop is the definition jf the silicon islands : Etch of

silic m using thermal SiO as a nask, the thickness of which is 0,2 p.. It is

grown by a wet oxidation at 1000°C.

The second step is the P+ diffusion : boron diffusion at 1000°C

with boron nitride us a diffusion source . It is a full sheet predopjsition

except in the channel area pr itectod by a layer of deposited SiO. 0,6 \i thick.

The third step can be the N diffusion when N+/P+ diodes or contact

on the silicon bulk arc used in the design of a circuit . This operation is a

phosphorus predeposition by an ion implantation (Energy = 80 keV) with a thin

layer of photoresist as an niak. There ia no etch for this nasking.

i-dIn O\JT standard D.E. technology, the 3 stop is in fact, the gate

oxidation : the gate oxide is 0,12 \i thick and get by a wet oxidation at

100G°c followed by an annealling heat treatuent under pure nitrogen at the

aane température. This heat treatment acts also as the drive in so the

junction depth is ~1 ^,

The next step is tho adjustnaot-of tho threshold voltages. In the

case of a 5 V supply voltage, this step consists of 2 ion implantations. First

all gates ore implanted so as to get a threshold voltage equal to - 1 V , then
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only the gates of the load transistor with a selective masking by a photo-

resist. The typical value of the pinch off voltage is + 2,5 V. Both inplan-

tations require an energy of 40 keV. After stripping the photoresist, the

wafer is subnitted to an annealing heat treatment at 750°C. In those conditions
11 9

the threshold shift is about 0,5 V per 10 ions/en .

The last steps are the standard steps : etching the contact holes,

deposition of aluniniun (1 \i thick) etching of the netallio connections.

Generally a double layer of a passivation glass is deposited before sintering

aluniniua. One can see that the total number of riasks is equal to 6, with

the level of the passivation glass, but one of then does not require an

etching step, which is the onlyextra level in reference to the standard

P. MOS technology.

3.2. Technological and static electrical parameters

We are giving the values of the nain typical parameters of the

technology. They are the technological parameters and the static electrical

parameters. They are sunned up in the table 1.

Parameters unit value conditions of neaaurenonta

Junction depth

P sheet resis-

tance

Break down voltage

of P+/fo diodes

Leakage current

Qf P+N diudea

Threshold voltage

(without adjustment)

j H

R £i

V_ V
D

V Vs

Threshold voltage

spread (an a single uV V
3

wafer)

0,9 to 1.1

50 to 70

34 to 38

5 to 10

Pinch off vultago Vp V

0,1

2,3 to 2,5

<1,0,0> bulk silicon

four point probe

V =0

V g s = °

1 ,9 to - 2,4 characteristic I,(v )

(V, = 50 nV)

characteristic I,(v )
** K
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Knch off voltage

spread (on a single V V 0,2

wafer)

Surface hole mobility 2r-10-1 „„,,/+ji cm v c? z.£.v\—
(enhancement MOST) °P

Hole mobility HQ cmV'V1 280(- 10»/0)

(depleted HOST)

W
C T- V, (V -V )oxL d^ g .-/

.-1 „ _ !îo
Factor of gate

voltage influence 8 V~~ ' 0,06

on the surface mobility

Any one can see that hole nobility is greater for the depleted

MOS transistor than for the enhancement MOS transistor. This result' is

explained because the current in the channol of a depleted MOS transistor

flows mainly in the bulk. Thus the value of the mobility is closer to the

value of the bulk hole mobility.

"These results have given us the possibility to verify by the

computed aided design of a NOR gate the interest of this technology mainly

the value of delay tine.

3.3. Results of computation

With the aid of C.A.D. program, IKAG II, we have computed the

performances of a depletion-enhancement NOR gate. We hare used after simplifi-

cation the large signal well kown model of the MOS transistor studied among

others authors, by G. MERCKEL (l.E.E.E. Trans. E.D, May 1972) we have given

to the electrical parameters, the values presented in the table 1, V/e have

choosen to minimize the figure of merit of the gate for reasonable values of

the ration V//L and of noise margins in the case of the self aligned gates.
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Tho results are given in the table 2. It can be seen that in the

conditions of computation (V = 5V, fan out = 3-6 cross overs) the minimum
A.

delay time is equal to 27 ns for a quiescent power of 260 ̂ W • that gives a

figure of merit of 7 mW.ns.

The value only we have to compare is the delay time measured on a

SOS 25 invertor ring oscillator in tho following conditions : aluminium gate

technology without ion implantation self alignment. Threshold voltage : 1,8 V

channel length : 5,5 [*(•- 0,5 (i). Supply voltage 5V, Vfe measured a delay time

of 12 ns, that means a delay time in the range of 40 ns for a fan out of 3«

CONCLUSION

We have presented the main characteristics of tho depletion-enhan-

cement technology : technological and static electrical parameters. For the

dynamic electrical characteristics, we have given the results of a computation

that wo shall verify by the integration of a test circuit before the end of

the year. However, we already can say that this siuple technology, one extra

technological step with respect to the standard P MOS technology, must give

the possibility to integrate LSI circuits 6 to 8 tines faster then the P MOS

bulk silicon technology. We have been already able to verify experimentally,

an increase by a factor 3 to 4- of the mxinun operating frequency with the

use of the silicon on sapphire and the depletion must bring an additionnai

factor of 2. At last, this technology is very attractive for analog MOS

applications.
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LOAD CAPACITANCE

OF A MOS GATE

STANDARD P CHANNEL TECHNOLOGY

ORIGIN RELATIVE FACTOR TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

CONNECTIONS: METAL (1)
DIFFUSED(2)

GATE-DRAIN (3)
DRAIN DIODE (A)
CROSS OVER

GATE (5)

1
2

2
1
1/6
1

INSULATING SUBSTRATE
INSULATING SUBSTRATE

SELF-ALIGNMENT
INSULATING SUBSTRATE
NARROW CONNECTIONS
SHORT CHANNEL

GATE

SOURCE

L Fiail

DRAIN
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Fig.3 : VARIOUS STATIC D.C. MEASURED LOA

depletion device (Vp=+3
(insulating substrate).

deplet
with bulk e

Line

0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 A 4,5

. i . 27-4 7X. • ! ' .



STATIC D.C. MEASURED LOAD CHARACTERISTICS

depletion device (Vp=+3J2V)without bulk effect
(insulating substrate).

depletion device (Vp=+3,2V.)
with bulk ef fect .

Linear resistor

£) Saturated enhancement
device Vd:rVg=-5V.

= -1,8V.

2 2,5 3 3,5 A 4,5 5

27-4-7Z |r ,

CFA CENG L E T :



- 50SMOS DEPLETION ENHANCEMENT TECHNOLOGY -

ADVANTAGES

DIELECTRIC ISOLATION

-DECREASE OF PARASITIC CAPACITANCES

-NO PROBLEM OF FIELD OXIDE THRESHOLD

- NO BULK EFFECT ON THRESHOLD VOLTAGES

-NO PUNCH THROUGH EFFECT

-HIGHER TECHNOLOGICAL YIELD

DEPLETION ENHANCEMENT

- A SINGLE SUPPLY VOLTAGE

- SMALL SENSITIVITY TO SUPPLY VOLTAGE SHIFT

- LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

- TTL COMPATIBILITY

- WELL SUITED FOR ANALOG DEVICES

-HIGH DENSITY OF INTEGRATION

Fig.- A
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en
TECHNOLOGY

STANDARD P SOSMOS

DEPLETION - ENHANCEMENT
P CHANNEL

CMOS / S O S
(DEPLETION - N CHANNEL)

CMOS / SOS
( ENHANCEMENT)

C.MOS / SOS
(DEEP DEPLETION)

NUMBER OF PHOTOMASKS

5

6

6

7

6

SELECTIVE
ION IMPLANTATION

N* DIFFUSION

P WELL
N+ DIFFUSION

N+ DIFFUSION

- RELATIVE NUMBER OF MASKS -
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cr>
CHANNEL

DEPLETION - ENHANCEMENT TECHNOLOGY

1st mask

Etch of silicon
/ N Si

Sapphire

N Si \

'Si 5-fLcm

<1,0J0> 0

Deposit ion of

0.6

2nd mask

Channel definition

Boron predepositioi

3 mask
.mask of photoresist

deposited

SiO,
Y/// r///

N N

t t

diffusion

; j g a i e , i
A oxide. C

J j Boron
implantation

L . i .A cr _ v^



2nd
SiQ,

mask

Channel definition
Boron predepositioi

3rd mask

•N N

P* diffusion
i ' ! ! gate J I

mask of photoresist

,th
A mask

contact holes

5th mask

connections and
gate

6th mask

N
imptaniaiion

keV

Driver Load

Aluminium

*' #&ii\ \ /£a*-3is<l ̂ iflfesariii p^
&&&£ r'-ffî&^im/m^^^^\ mm^^mm.

p^ph N h p^jg^p^ffV^i

etch of the protection glass
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50SMOS P CHANNEL DEPLETION ENHANCEMENT TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS.

Junction depth

P* sheet resistivity

x. (yu) Q.9 to 1-1 bulk silicon <!0,0>

RA (jfi) 50 to 70

P+N
Diodes

Breakdown voltage V_ (V) 3A to 3B V6S =0

Leakage current I (pA/yu) 5 to1Q

Threshold voltage
without adjustment

= 0 VR = 10V

(V) -1,9to-2,A ID(VD N TG

Threshold voltage spread
(same wafer)

A V C ( V ) 0 -1

Pinch off voltage V p ( V ) 2,3 to 2,5 ID );VD=50mV
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ci

Threshold voltage spread A Vs (V ) 0 -1

(same wafer)

Pinch off voltage V p ( V ) 2.3 to 2,5 ID ( V6 );VD =50mV

Pinch off voltage spread AV ( V ) 0-2

Surface hole mobility /xop fcmVV) 220glQ0/, ) Ifl ,

(driving device) V (VG-V5)

Surface hole mobility /JL op(cm2v'1s"1) 280 (;10°/o)

( toad device )

Gate voltage factor 8 ( V ' ) 5-1 0 '^ =

Table I



Drive

Channel length

Channel width
Geometry

Threshold voltage

Supply voltage

DC power

Output level

Noise margin

Voltage gain

Delay time

Figure of merit

tp (ns)

P. t p (mw ns)

n

i

age

age

""low levei

High level

Low level

High level

L
Z

y
vs
VA

p
V0

v,

I.

. I,

( A ) b
f

( AX.) 24
_ Z_ /

~ L

(v ; 1
(v;

(/iW)

( V !

( V )

( V )

( V )

Table IE : Compuited NO
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fs

^p

^0

V,
Io

I,

tD

Driver

(/JL) 6
(/JL) 24

-— - 4
" L

( V ) 1

( V î

(/JLW)

( V )

( V )

( V )

( V )

i (ns)

5

260

0,7

5

1,6

1,5

4

27

Load

6

12

2

2,5

/Fan out=
4 ^

6 crossovers

. t p (mw ns)

Computed NOR gate performance
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